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Congratulations on your purchase of an
EF76 Nebulon-B Escort Frigate, assuming that 
it was purchased for use in the Imperial Navy. If not:
your ‘acquisition’ of this perfectly serviceable Imperial
vessel will be punished, Rebel scum.

The EF76 Nebulon-B Escort Frigate was a 300 metre-long warship built by
Kuat Drive Yards for use by the Imperial Navy. Originally designed to defend
Imperial convoys against starfighter raids, it was more famously employed
by the Rebel Alliance.

This 60cm long model has been designed for use with Star Wars: X-Wing
miniatures game. It can be placed as an objective, obstacle or it can even be
pressed into service as an epic ship for any of the game’s factions.

Component List
1) Fore section   2) Central spar   3) Engine section   4) Fore section base

5) Central spar base   6) Engine section base   7) Short clear peg

8) Long clear peg   9) Communications array   10) Discharge vanes

EF76 Assembly

If you would like to permanently fix some or all of the model together, 
carefully apply small amounts of superglue as required.

To assemble your EF76, follow these steps:

1) Gently push the discharge vanes into the holes on each side of the
engine section and position them as desired 

2) Gently push the communications array into the hole on top of the 
fore section of the ship

3) Insert the short clear peg
into   the hole on the bottom of
the fore section of the ship

4) Insert the long clear peg
into   the hole on the bottom of
the engine section of the ship

5) Push the gear design end of
the central spar into the
engine section and twist 180°
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6) Carefully push the fore
section onto   the end of the
central spar and twist the 
fore section 90°

7) Connect the engine section
base, central spar base and
fore section base together

8) Carefully lower the model,
onto the base and gently push
the short clear peg and long
clear peg into the fore section
base and engine section base

Using your EF76 Nebulon-B Frigate with Star Wars: X-Wing

As a third party addition to the game, this ship is not tournament legal.
However, it can be used in your own ‘house’ games or in casual
tournaments with the agreement of participants. Whilst these rules have
been play-tested, they are only suggestions. You can report any bugs,
something we may have missed or offer further suggestions by emailing
hello@space-rocks.net.

EF76 Nebulon-B Frigate as an obstacle
Players may use the EF76 Nebulon-B Frigate as an obstacle instead of a
ship. Players must agree on whether to treat it as an asteroid (rules for this
are found on page 20 of the Star Wars: X-Wing core rulebook) or as a debris
cloud (rules for this are found in the rulebook provided with the VT-49
Decimator, Outrider and Imperial Raider expansion packs). 

EF76 Nebulon-B Frigate as a playable ship
The rules for using the EF76 Nebulon-B Frigate as a playable ship are based
on the Epic ship rules and will require the various tokens, movement tools,
upgrade cards, range rulers etc. that come with an Epic ship expansion pack
(Tantive IV, Rebel Transport or Imperial Raider expansions). If ever you are
unsure of how to use the EF76, refer to an epic ship’s rulebook.

Ship cards and the ship token are available to download from the page for
this product on our website space-rocks.net.

Firing Arcs
The EF76’s primary weapon is a turret (whilst the Nebulon-B did not have
one turret, it had several weapons batteries on all sides and turret rules
reflect this). When the EF76 attacks with its turret primary weapon, it may
target an enemy ship inside or outside its firing arc, and it measures range
from the fore section’s base

Fore & Aft Sections and Damage
Like some other Epic ships, the EF76 has fore and aft sections. You may use
a CR90 or an Imperial Raider damage deck.
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